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Nanojets
Prominence-coronal rain hybrid eruption

• Intensity bursts ~ 
nanoflare ≲ 1025 erg

• Jet-like, transverse to 
guide field

• Short lived ~20 s
• v (POS, LOS)>100 km/s   
• Lengths: 1000 - 2000 km
• Widths: ~500 km
• Single or clustered 

occurrence
• Multi-thermal
• Plasmoids for largest
• Uni-directional

a b c dCluster of nanojets
Example of nanojet 

spectraAntolin et al. (2021)
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Nanojets
Blowout jet

Figure 2. A nanojet observed in the solar blowout jet through IRIS SJI 1400, AIA 304, AIA 171, and AIA 193. Plot (a) shows the location of the nanojet (top plot) and
its time evolution (the three following plots), (b) is a snapshot sequence showing its time evolution and its corresponding running difference for the snapshot, and (c) is
the time–distance diagram of the slice along the nanojet in Column (b). The running difference image is constructed by subtracting the current snapshot from the
previous snapshot. (d) presents a schematic showing how the nanojet is formed and the !eld con!guration during the process. An animation of the IRIS SJI 1400
images is available online, showing the time evolution of the region where the nanojet is found and its location in the blowout jet. The animation compares a wide- and
narrow-!eld view of the nanojet, which is annotated by an arrow. The animation covers the period of 19:37:59–19:38:39 UT.

(An animation of this !gure is available.)
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The Astrophysical Journal, 934:190 (19pp), 2022 August 1 Sukarmadji, Antolin, & McLaughlin

Sukarmadji+ (2022)

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
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Nanojets
Loops with coronal rain

6

Sukarmadji+ (2022)

East limb West limb

Figure 4. A nanojet observed in the W-limb loop structure through SJI 1400, AIA 304, AIA 171, and AIA 193. Column (a) shows the location of the nanojet (top plot)
and its time evolution (the three following plots), (b) shows a snapshot sequence showing its time evolution and its corresponding running difference for the snapshot,
and (c) is a time–distance diagram of the slice along the nanojet shown in Column (b). The running difference image is constructed by subtracting the current snapshot
from the previous snapshot. (d) presents a schematic showing how the nanojet is formed and the !eld con!guration during the process. An animation of the IRIS SJI
1400 images is available online, showing the time evolution of the region where the nanojets are found and their locations in the loop-like structure. The animation
compares a wide- and narrow-!eld view of the nanojets, which are annotated with arrows. The animation covers the period of 03:08:11–03:11:51 UT.

(An animation of this !gure is available.)
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The Astrophysical Journal, 934:190 (19pp), 2022 August 1 Sukarmadji, Antolin, & McLaughlin

Figure 3. A nanojet observed in coronal loops on the E limb through IRIS SJI 1400, AIA 304, AIA 171, and AIA 193. Column (a) shows the location of the nanojet
(top plot) and its time evolution (the three following plots), (b) is a snapshot sequence showing its time evolution and its corresponding running difference for the
snapshot, and (c) is a time–distance diagram of the slice along the nanojet in Column (b). The running difference image is constructed by subtracting the current
snapshot from the previous snapshot. (d) presents a schematic showing how the nanojet is formed and the !eld con!guration during the process. An animation of the
IRIS SJI 1400 images is available online, showing the time evolution of the region where the nanojet is found and its location in the loop-like structure. The animation
compares a wide- and narrow-!eld view of the nanojet, which is annotated by an arrow. The animation covers the period of 11:53:39–12:00:09 UT.

(An animation of this !gure is available.)
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The Astrophysical Journal, 934:190 (19pp), 2022 August 1 Sukarmadji, Antolin, & McLaughlin
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Nanojets
Other events

7

East limb West limb

AIA 304

Coronal / chromospheric structures

evolutions in the high-resolution IRIS 1330Å SJI images (see
the online animated version of Figure 1). We marked their
footpoint positions with a circle (J1–J35), triangle (J36–J38),
and diamond (J39–J43) in the SJI image taken at 09:21:18 UT
(Figure 1(a)). Unlike the !ows along the threads of a
prominence (e.g., Chen et al. 2016), these jets were expelled
approximately perpendicular to the local prominence’s axes, as
indicated by the arrows in Figure 1(a). Another remarkable
feature is that the jets sometimes appeared in clusters
happening almost simultaneously and being very close to each
other in space with approximately parallel ejection directions.
The evolutions of several groups of clustered mini-jets are
presented in the SJI 1330Å images in the middle (J3–J6) and
bottom (J23–26) panels of Figure 1. Two AIA 171Å images

are also given in Figure 1(b4) and (c4) to show the eight mini-
jets in the EUV line. It can be seen that the spatial scales of
these jets are so small that some of them, such as J5–J6 in the
panel (b4) and J25–J26 in the panel (c4), can hardly be
distinguished from each other in the 171Å images.

3.1. Characteristics in Time, Space, and Dynamics

Based on the IRIS 1330Å SJI data, we characterized 43 mini-
jets with a statistical analysis of their temporal and spatial scales
and dynamics, including the projected length (l), width (w),
velocity (vj), acceleration (a), lifetime (!) etc. The results are listed
in the left columns of Table A1 (see the Appendix). The lengths of
the jets are de"ned as the distances between their footpoints and

Figure 1. (a) The locations of coronal mini-jets (J1–J43) are marked in IRIS 1330 Å SJI images taken at 09:21:18 UT. The circles, triangles, and diamonds represent
the footpoint positions of J1–J35, J36–J38, and J39–J43, respectively. The thick arrows approximately indicate the ejection directions of the jets. The green and red
boxes in panel (a) separately correspond to the "elds of view (FOVs) of panels (b1)–(b4) and (c1)–(c4). The IRIS 1330 Å SJI images (b1)–(b3) and AIA 171 Å image
(b4) show the evolutions of J3–J6; (c1)–(c4) are the same as (b1)–(b4), but for J23–J26. The plus in panel (b3) denotes the top edge of J4. The distance between the
two short lines in panel (c2) indicates the projected width of J24. All images have been rotated counterclockwise by 120° for convenience. The center of panel (a) is at
solar (x, y) = (933!, –354!) and The FOV is 98! ! 78!. An animation of the IRIS!1300 Å SJI images is available. The animated images run from 09:10 to 09:50!UT.

(An animation of this "gure is available.)

3

The Astrophysical Journal, 899:19 (13pp), 2020 August 10 Chen et al.

Chen, H.+ (2020)Mini-jets in tornadoes
Chitta+ (2022)

L. P. Chitta et al.: Solar coronal heating from small-scale magnetic braids
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Fig. C.1. Chromospheric filamentary structures. The four panels show the SDO AIA 304 Å snapshots of four of the the coronal braids (as labeled
in each panel). The ellipses identify the chromospheric filamentary structures associated with the HRIEUV braids. Each panel covers a field of view
of 44 Mm⇥ 44 Mm. North is up. See Appendix C for a discussion.
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L. P. Chitta et al.: Solar coronal heating from small-scale magnetic braids
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Fig. 4. Untangling of braided loops and coronal heating over filamentary structures. Panel (a) is an HRIEUV snapshot that captures coronal loops
with complex braided structuring over cooler filaments in the southern portion of the core of AR-I (see box AR-I.2 in Fig. 1). The white box
outlines the footpoint regions of the loops. Panels (b), (d), and (e) are snapshots covering roughly the same region as in panel (a), but with EUV
passbands of SDO/AIA as indicated. Panels (c) and (f) are nearly simultaneous snapshots from a pair of soft X-ray channels of Hinode/XRT. Panels
(g)–(j) show a zoomed-in view of the footpoint regions of the loops as seen with HRIEUV (white box in panel a). The red contours outline apparent
blob-like features that are observed near the footpoints of the braided loops. The contours enclose regions that exceed a certain intensity threshold
in each snapshot and are overlaid mainly to guide the eye. All the snapshots are displayed on a square-root scale. See Sect. 4 for a discussion.
Animations of panel a and panel g are available online.

4. Rapidly evolving braided loops and coronal

heating over filamentary structures

While the example of braiding presented in Fig. 2 is associated
with conventional coronal loops in the core of an active region,
we also identified other braiding-related coronal heating events
in AR-I that originate over chromospheric filamentary structures
that appear darker in EUV due to absorption. In Fig. 4 we present
such an example of intermittent coronal heating during the un-
tangling of loops over filamentary structures (see box AR-I.2 in
Fig. 1). Unlike the more gentle untangling observed in conven-
tional loops (Fig. 2), the loops over filaments presented in Fig. 4a
untangle more impulsively. Here the SDO/AIA and Hinode/XRT
instruments both detected coronal emission (Fig. 4b–f) during
the untangling of the loops that was clearly seen in HRIEUV im-
ages (see the animation associated with Fig. 4a). Furthermore,
nanojet features similar to those discovered by Antolin et al.
(2021) are also apparent in this case in the HRIEUV images. In
addition, footpoint brightenings are observed that are similar to
the so-called rapid moss variability that is seen in active region
cores associated with 5–7 MK hot loops (e.g., Testa et al. 2014;
Chitta et al. 2018). The soft X-ray emission as observed by Hin-
ode/XRT is organized in a more loop-like feature, whereas the
HRIEUV images of the same structure show substantial complex-
ity in both space and time.

This spatial and temporal complexity also extends to the
footpoints of these untangling loops (white box in Fig. 4a and
Fig. 4g–j). Here the EUV emission is organized into distinct
blob-like features that exhibit back-and-forth motions, includ-
ing signatures of splitting and merging (red contoured regions in
Fig. 4g–j). These dynamics could be closely related to the small-
angle reconnection scenario of nanojets (Antolin et al. 2021).
This suggests that the energy deposition at the footpoints is quite
bursty and is spatially less coherent than in the braids in conven-
tional loops displayed in Fig. 2.

We observed a similar heating event associated with braided
loops over filamentary features on 2022 March 19. In the de-
caying AR12967 (AR-II; see Fig. A.5), we detected a system of
coronal loops that were roughly 10–15 Mm long and compact.
They exhibited rapid evolution, including clear signs of braid-
ing (see Fig. 5). In this particular example, we also observed the
ejection of confined plasma jets from one end of the loop system.

As demonstrated in Fig. 5a–i, this compact loop system as
a whole shows intensity variation over a period of about 180 s.
We observed, however, that individual loops within the system
evolve much more rapidly. The system first appears as a sin-
gle bright loop in the early stages (Fig. 5a). Subsequently, many
bright loops appear and spread about 1–2 Mm across the length
of the loop. Not only are these loops apparently braided, but the
whole system evolves from a nearly untangled state (as seen in

Article number, page 5 of 13

Cirtain+ (2013)

AIA 304
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Nanojets
Flaring loops
Sukarmadji et al. (in prep.)

•C class flare
•  >100 nanojets

Patrick Antolin - Deciphering the Nanojet Phenomenon RoCMI 2023
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Statistics

9

Nanojets

rain range (Antolin & Froment 2022). We also assume that the
image pixels that correspond to a nanojet are dominated by the
emission from the nanojet itself. Using the measured width and
lengths, we then estimate the average kinetic and thermal
energies (KE and TE) of the nanojets through the kinetic
density (EK) and thermal energy density (ET), with EK �

n m v1.4 e p
1
2

2 and E n kT2.3 eT
3
2

� , where mp is the proton mass,
k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. The
factor of 2.3 in ET comes from the assumption that the plasma
is mostly composed of hydrogen and helium, and almost fully
ionized. This gives us the average kinetic and thermal energy
values of 2.8± 1.6! 1024 and 1.7± 1.0! 1025 erg, respec-
tively, which is within the nano!are range. It is worth noting
that the value for the kinetic energy is likely to be

underestimated, as we have only used the velocity obtained
through the POS. The structures that we have observed appear
to be at an angle from the POS, meaning that the actual velocity
of the nanojets would also have a Doppler velocity component.
We can expect the Doppler velocity on the same order of
magnitude as the POS component. This means roughly a factor
of 4 larger kinetic energies on average.
We also compared the kinetic and thermal energy densities

distribution to the Sweet–Parker and Petschek models in
Figure 14, and found that the distribution differs from what is
expected from the two models. In the Sweet–Parker model, the
magnetic energy is converted into kinetic and thermal energy in
equal amounts, whereas for the Petschek model, 3/5 of the
magnetic energy is converted into kinetic energy and the

Figure 7. An example of nanojets forming in two clusters, N4 and N8. Cluster N4 contains three nanojets, (N4(a), N4(b), and N4(c)), and cluster N8 contains two
nanojets, (N8(a) and N8(b)), where the nanojets in each cluster are seen forming neighboring each other. An animation of the IRIS SJI 1400 images is available online,
showing the time evolution of the region from before the nanojets form until they have disappeared. The animation compares a wide- and narrow-"eld view of the
nanojets, which are annotated with arrows. The animation covers the period from 19:36:07–19:36:48 UT.

(An animation of this "gure is available.)

Figure 8. Histograms of the lengths, widths, electron number densities, temperatures, kinetic energies, thermal energies, velocities, and duration of the nanojets from
all three observations.

10

The Astrophysical Journal, 934:190 (19pp), 2022 August 1 Sukarmadji, Antolin, & McLaughlin

• Small (widths 600 km, lengths: 1500 km), short-lived bursts (~20 s) ejected with velocities of ~150 km/s, 
in nanoflare energy range

Sukarmadji+ (2022)
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Fast LOS flows

Antolin et al. (2021)
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Nanojets
Global response

•Transverse separation 
of rain strands

•Spread along & across 
the loop, numbers  
increase with time

•Precede formation of 
coronal strands

•Multi-thermal
•Heating to coronal 

temperatures (<5 MK) 
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Global response
Strand formation

Heating

•Formation of coronal 
strands

•Coronal heating of 
loop

•Transverse MHD 
oscillations (see 
Ramada Sukarmadji’s 
talk)

Nanojet

Antolin et al. (2021)
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Discussion
What is the nanojet?

12

ɸ
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Small-angle 
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Final configuration
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• Nanojet = heating + advection of 
reconnected field lines transverse to 
the loop

• Different from usual jets: no major 
field-aligned flow involved

➡ signature of small-angle magnetic 
reconnection 

Antolin et al. (2021)

Are nanojets a general feature of small-angle magnetic reconnection?
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Discussion
How common are nanojets and in what scenarios can we find them?

13

1. Loops with coronal rain
2. Blowout jets 
3. Eruptions and flaring

Is the cool material (rain) playing an important role?

- Observational bias? 

- Thermal instability can facilitate reconnection (e.g. Sen & Keppens 2022)
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Discussion
Nanojet number vs Total energy release

14

• West Limb Case (<T> ~ 105 K): 1 nanojets

• East Limb Case (<T> ~ 105 K): 4 nanojets

• Blowout Jet (<T> ~ 106.5 K): 15 nanojets

• Prominence/Coronal Rain structure (<T> ~ 106.7 K): ~ 150 nanojets

• C Class flare: ~ hundreds 

Is there a correlation between the number of nanojets with the total energy released?
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Drivers of the reconnection

1
2
3
4

Supplementary Figure 5: Time-distance maps of spectral features during the loop expansion.

Left column: From top to bottom we display the time-distance maps of Mg II k Doppler velocity,

total (integrated) intensity and line width along the slit for each raster position, where the raster

step number is assigned as indicated in the right image (corresponding to SJI 1400). The Doppler

velocity and line width values correspond, respectively, to the extrema and maxima among all

spectral components for each pixel. The intensities correspond to the integrated intensities over

the Mg II k profile (with sufficient SNR). The red/blue pairs of arrows and the green curved arrows

in the Doppler maps (and in the sketch) highlight a motion suggestive of rotation. Top right panel:

Sketch of the average motion observed along the loop towards the end of the observation. The

yellow arrow (also in the Doppler map) indicates the progression of the expansion. The location in

time of the SJI 1400 image on the bottom right is indicated by the small white mark in each raster.5

1
2
3
4

• Reduction of braiding in time
• complex internal rotation patterns
• ∑ ~ 150 nanojets in 13 min, spread across & along loop
• First clusters are the most energetic
• Numbers and clustering associated with energy release

1 2 3 4Braiding and shear flows
Antolin et al. (2021)

MHD 
avalanche?

ARTICLESNATURE ASTRONOMY ARTICLESNATURE ASTRONOMY

Extended Data Fig. 6 | UV & EUV lightcurves. a, A curved slab containing the loop of interest is selected (avoiding most bright structures along the LOS 
present in the hot channels), and the total over the slab of the intensity relative to a time prior to the loop expansion (t = 76 min) is shown for the IRIS 
channels and AIA 304 !, 171 ! and 193 ! channels, normalised to their maxima over the last 22min of observation. The expansion of the loop starts from 
t " 84 min. We mark with a small vertical line and corresponding nanojet number the location in time of the nanojets ‘N1’ to ‘N13’. b, Standard deviation 
of the total intensity calculated in a. The unit is DN, a representative of the number of photons (see Fig. 2 for details). Note that the values for AIA 171 and 
193 have been divided by 6 in order to fit in the same axis. See the legend in the figure for the colour corresponding to each channel. The level of noise in 
each channel, as measured from the standard deviation over a quiet region off-limb in the IRIS 1,400, 2,796 and AIA 304, 171, 193 is, respectively, 1, 1.1, 1.4, 
18.9 and 65.6 DN.

NATURE ASTRONOMY | www.nature.com/natureastronomy

ARTICLESNATURE ASTRONOMY ARTICLESNATURE ASTRONOMY

Extended Data Fig. 6 | UV & EUV lightcurves. a, A curved slab containing the loop of interest is selected (avoiding most bright structures along the LOS 
present in the hot channels), and the total over the slab of the intensity relative to a time prior to the loop expansion (t = 76 min) is shown for the IRIS 
channels and AIA 304 !, 171 ! and 193 ! channels, normalised to their maxima over the last 22min of observation. The expansion of the loop starts from 
t " 84 min. We mark with a small vertical line and corresponding nanojet number the location in time of the nanojets ‘N1’ to ‘N13’. b, Standard deviation 
of the total intensity calculated in a. The unit is DN, a representative of the number of photons (see Fig. 2 for details). Note that the values for AIA 171 and 
193 have been divided by 6 in order to fit in the same axis. See the legend in the figure for the colour corresponding to each channel. The level of noise in 
each channel, as measured from the standard deviation over a quiet region off-limb in the IRIS 1,400, 2,796 and AIA 304, 171, 193 is, respectively, 1, 1.1, 1.4, 
18.9 and 65.6 DN.

NATURE ASTRONOMY | www.nature.com/natureastronomy
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Drivers of the reconnection
Braiding and shear flows

16

• Blowout jet: 
• 45-60°
• Velocity shear of 294 km s-1

• KHI reported by Li et al. 2018
• East and west limb rain events: 

• 5-15°
• Velocity shear: 147 km s-1 and 68 km s-1

• Dynamic instabilities?

A B

Sukarmadji+ (2022)

Kelvin-Helmholtz Rayleigh-Taylor
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Drivers of the reconnection
Prominence stability loss & dynamic instabilities

17

POS

Loop plane

LO
S

nanojetɸ
POS

!

height

flux rope

photosphere photosphere photosphere

a

b

c

Supplementary Figure 15: Sketch of the observed structure and interpretation of the nanojet

driver. (Panel a) 3D view of the observed structure at the end of the observation. The loop plane

makes an angle ✓ with respect to the POS plane. The flux rope formed by reconnection and coronal

rain material is indicated in grey colour. Field lines (shown in different colours) below the loop

are twisted around the prominence material (thus forming the flux rope). (Panels b) The 3 side-by-

side sketches indicate the POS view, where the prominence material is shown in black. At a late

stage, part of the prominence material falls downward as indicated in the middle sketch, releasing

magnetic field lines through reconnection or neutral material slipping through field lines. The

(twisted) magnetic field lines (in magenta) move up by magnetic tension and the entire structure

starts to expand. (Panel c) The released magnetic field lines push the upper field lines still anchored

to the prominence above forming small misalignments (angle �) and driving component magnetic

reconnection between the magenta and green field lines (see Fig. 6). The nanojets result from this

reconnection process. The reconnected field lines find a new equilibrium.

34

ɸplasma clump nanojet nanojet

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability ✔

Rayleigh-Taylor instability ?

Sukarmadji+ (2022)

Antolin+ (2021) General feature of reconnection at small angle, 
independent of reconnection driver?

?
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Numerical simulations of nanojets
PLUTO code

18

Bcorona = 15 G

a b c

Supplementary Figure 19: Configuration of the system prior to reconnection. We show the

configuration of the system at t = 0 (panel a), t = 180 s (panel b) and t = 380 s (panel c), just

prior to the time when the reconnection starts and the jet is triggered. In all panels we display

magnetic field lines representative of the 2 loops (magenta and green) and an iso-contour of Bz

flux that highlights how the loop structures expand in the corona.

26

a

b

Supplementary Figure 8: Evolution of the Vy component and tilt angle between the loops. The

top panel shows a stacked evolution every 20 s of the average Vy along the loop placed in x < 0

(green magnetic field lines), shown in Supplementary Fig. 19 as a Bz flux contour. The Vy range

is between ±20 km/s. The green vertical dashed lines limit the coronal part of the domain. The

dashed red and blue lines in both panels represent, respectively, the time when the driver stops and

the time when the reconnection occurs. Near the end of action of the driver the coronal part of the

loop starts to show a Vy component that is positive over the z > 0 part of the loop and negative

over the z < 0 part. This Vy component gradually increases in amplitude and also covers a larger

region of the loop in the corona. The average Vy of the loop shows indications of an oscillatory

behaviour. The bottom panel shows the tilt angle of the magnetic field of the loop at the apex (see

text for details).
8

driver stops

reconnection starts

• 2 flux tubes in stratified atmosphere 
chromosphere+corona+artificially broadened TR 
(Lionello+ 2009)

• MHD + thermal conduction & radiation + anomalous 
resistivity

• Relaxation prior to driving

Antolin et al. (2021)

a b c

Supplementary Figure 18: Initial conditions of the numerical model. We show the configuration

at t = 0 of the 2 loops configuration with the iso-surface of Bz flux and overplotted magnetic field

lines (panel a), the map of Log10(⇢) (panel b) and Log10(T ) (panel c) in the plane y = 0.

24
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Numerical simulations of nanojets

19

Supplementary Figure 10: Evolution of energies and temperature in the reconnection region

(relative to initial values). The magnetic, thermal and kinetic energies (panels a) are integrated

in a volume near the centre of the domain that contains the region where the jet develops. The

volume extends in the x�direction from x = �0.64 Mm to x = +0.64 Mm, in y�direction from

y = �4 Mm to y = 0 Mm, and in z�direction from z = �2.6 Mm to z = +2.6 Mm and

quantities are shown with respect to their value at t = 0 s. The temperature (panel b) corresponds

to the maximum temperature in the same volume. The electromagnetic energy inflow rate into the

reconnection region (panel c) corresponds to Eq. 4.

10

Energy

Temperature

EM energy inflow rate

increase of the thermal and kinetic energy that occurs on a very similar timescale and magnitude

of energy jump (Supplementary Fig. 10a). The kinetic energy increase appears smaller because

is more localised and because part of the kinetic energy is quickly converted into thermal energy

during the plasma compression. Such kinetic energy increase is associated with an average speed

of ⇠ 140 km s�1, whereas the plasma is accelerated locally up to ⇠ 300 km s�1. We identify

as jets the localised regions near the centre of the domain where the plasma is accelerated to

hundreds of km/s (see Fig. 5f). The temperature increases already when the loops are being tilted,

but increases faster when the reconnection is triggered (Supplementary Fig. 10b). This second

temperature jump is of the order of 3 ⇥ 106 K. In Supplementary Fig. 10c we show an estimation

of the electromagnetic inflow rate computed as:

Fm =
voutB

2
N
`

4⇡
(4)

where vout is the outflow velocity where the jet develops, that we estimate from the maximum

y�component of the velocity along the axis x = 0 z = 0, BN is the magnetic field inflow compo-

nent that we compute from the average y�component of the magnetic field in one loop at z = 0,

and ` is the spatial scale on which the reconnection occurs that we estimate visually as ` = 1.3 Mm

(width of the box in Fig. 5f). The maximum value of Fm is attained for vout ⇡ 260 km s�1 and

BN = 1.9 G. We find that the outflow thermal energy rate (32nkBTvo`) is comparable to the inflow

electromagnetic energy rate. On the other hand, the outflow kinetic energy rate (12⇢v
3
o
`) is much

smaller because of the localisation of the velocities.

Fig. 5 summarises the 3D configuration of the system when magnetic reconnection occurs

and illustrates the jet geometry and dynamics. The region where the electric current is equal to

32

• Highly localised 
reconnection event

• High speed jet-like 
structure perpendicular   
to field

• Magnetic tension main 
driver of jet

• field-aligned 
flow~20km/s

• Local T increase
• Large-scale 

perpendicular 
displacement of field 
lines

Case vmax = 20 km s−1
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Numerical simulations of nanojets

ɸ
plasma clump

photosphere

Heating of plasma & 
advection transverse

to loop
nanojet 

nanojet

Loop-like structure in the 
corona

Prominence

Small-angle 
magnetic  

reconnection

Final configuration

a

b

c

d

• Similar dynamics and 
morphology to observed 
nanojets

• Lifetime ~< 1min
• Similar to largest nanojets 

observed
• Nanojets match with small-angle 

magnetic reconnection

Sukarmadji et al. (in prep.)

RoCMI 2023Patrick Antolin - Deciphering the Nanojet Phenomenon
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Origin of the reconnection

21

• Alfvén wave at the 
origin of the 
reconnection?

Sukarmadji et al. (in prep.)

Patrick Antolin - Deciphering the Nanojet Phenomenon RoCMI 2023

Sukarmadji et al. (in prep.)

Numerical simulations of nanojets
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Forward modelling for MUSE

22

y (arcsec) y (arcsec) y (arcsec)

De Pontieu et al. ApJ (2022) • Nanojet features can be clearly 
identified at 0.3’’ and 10 s cadence 
in the Fe XV 284 line of MUSE

• Increase in intensity all along 
strands

• Transverse separation of strands 
(in imaging & Doppler) 

• Enhanced non-thermal line 
broadening at reconnection 
location

Patrick Antolin - Deciphering the Nanojet Phenomenon RoCMI 2023

By P. Pagano

Numerical simulations of nanojets
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Discussion
Why unidirectional nanojets? Curvature & braiding?

23

POS

Loop plane

LO
S

dmicrojetɸ
POS

!

height

flux rope

• Inward / Outward ~ 100
➡ The curvature (& braiding) of the 

loop is important!

Figure 2:

4

~retracting length of reconnected 
field lines from reconnection site 
ℓ

Inward directed magnetic tension >> 
outward directed magnetic tension

Figure 1: Illustration of the configuration of 3 di!erent pairs of magnetic field lines derived
from our expressin in Eq.1 and Eq.2. Thick solid line is the case for ! = 0 of two conciding
field lines, dashed line is for ! = 9!, and solid line for ! = 18!.

2

re/ri = inward/outward magnetic tension

A&A 656, A141 (2021)

Fig. 2. Zoomed-in view of the profiles of intersecting magnetic field lines at ✓ = 13� (panels a and c) and at ✓ = 3.7� (b and d). Panels a and b:
configuration before the magnetic reconnection, where the connectivity (dashed red arcs) connect (E�1 , P, E+1 ) and (E�2 , P, E+2 ). Panels c and d:
configuration after the magnetic reconnection, where the connectivity changed (dashed red arcs) and the connected points are (E�2 , P, E+1 ) and (E�1 ,
P, E+2 ). In panels c and d the length of the blue arrows is proportional to the inverse of the curvature radius of the dashed red arcs (defined by the
circles passing through those points), and their directions point towards their centres of curvature.

Fig. 3. Values of the curvature radii ri (blue line) and re (red line) of
the arcs in the post-reconnection field lines as a function of length, l.
The dashed black lines represent the minimum and maximum of the
curvature radius of the pre-reconnection magnetic field lines.

associated with the equilibrium configuration. We find that, for
small values of l, ri is more than an order of magnitude smaller
than the equilibrium radius, and only at large values of l does
it approach the equilibrium value. In contrast, re is initially very

Fig. 4. Map of the log of the ratio between re and ri, as a function of
length, l, and angle, ✓. The dashed lines indicate the cuts where ✓ = 4�
and ✓ = 15�.

close to ri; however, it rapidly increases to values more than three
orders of magnitude larger, where it reaches a cusp maximum.
This corresponds to when the three points (E�1 , P, E+2 ) are in
a straight line and we have no magnetic tension. Past this maxi-
mum, the convexity of the circle defined by (E�1 , P, E+2 ) changes,
the exerted magnetic tension flips inward, and re decreases, tend-
ing closer to equilibrium values.

A141, page 4 of 11

ℓ

Pagano, Antolin & Petralia (2021)
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Conclusions

24

Still unknown: 
• How much do nanojets contribute to coronal heating?
• How common are nanojets?

➡ Solar Orbiter/EUI, DKIST, EUVST, MUSE
• What is the dominant driver for small-angle 

reconnection?
• What is the role of cool plasma?
• What is the role of waves in reconnection?
• Why unidirectional?

Nanojet properties
• Small (lengths~1500 km), dynamic (>100 km/s), short-

lived (~<20 s), multi-thermal, nanoflare energies
• Unidirectional nature (no clear bidirectional jet)
• Global response suggestive of MHD avalanche 
• Accompanied by transverse displacement of strands
• Reconnection driver: 

• Linked to prominence eruptions & flares
• Braiding (incl. roles of Alfvén waves)
• Dynamic instabilities (KHI, RTI)

3D MHD numerical modelling
• Nanojets: small-angle magnetic reconnection: transverse 

advection of field lines accelerated by magnetic tension

Effects
• Heating to coronal temperatures
• Correlation between energy release and nanojet 

numbers? 
• Transverse MHD oscillations can be a signature 

of braiding-induced reconnection -> see talk by 
Ramada Sukarmadji
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